ECDESIGN 4.5
TM

Design and Create Profitable
Time-saving Workshops
Car-O-Liner's Ecdesign 4.5 is an innovative
software solution that allows for the creation
of a workshop plan that will achieve a more
productive work flow while improving both the
working environment and customer relations.
No other layout tool can compete with Ecdesign 4.5. The
software combines a user-friendly interface with state-of-the
art technology. This 3D solution, with a complete quotation
system, makes it possible to create the perfect workshop
- from concept, to printed plan through to final product.

Get it right before you buy or build
The planning process
is considered to be one of
the most complex stage s
of the sales process.
Ecdesign 4.5 makes it
possible to create quicker, more
accurate layouts and winning
presentations. Design and
present a floor design in just minutes. Sharing your work is
easy. Ecdesign let's you save images, walkthrough videos
and detailed presentations in no time.

Ecdesign 4.5 software assists throughout the sales
process, from first contact to closing, and targets the
needs of the customer and should be an integral part of
any sales call.
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Ecdesign 4.5 includes over 2000+ 3D models, helping you
create detailed body shop designs

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•

Amazing result — Create detailed floorplans,
real-time 3D, 360o walk throughs videos and
photo realistic images which will truly impress
your customers

•

Fast — Plan in top view 2D and see the result
immediately in 3D. Rendering is done on your
PC for instant results.

•

Cost saving — A yearly subscription gives full
access to all features

•

Easy to learn — User-friendly interface, make
your first layout in minutes

•

Free support — Free e-mail and remote
desktop support and tutorials

•

Free updates — Free updates as long as you
have an active license.

Space planning made easy!

Configuration and customization
Advanced product configurators, over 2000, allow
for exact product specifications in order to create
your perfect body repair shop.

Beautiful photo realistic images
Save beautiful, photo realistic images from any angle
of the floor plan at the click of a button and easily print
or email them to your customers. Even create 360o
photos can be viewed on almost any device or with
VR headsets.

360o walk-through videos and image samples
At any moment instantly visualize and analyze the results in a real-time 3D scene. Stunning 360o videos
can be viewed with VR headsets such as GEAR VR
and Google Cardboard.Quickly discover any bottlenecks which need correcting prior to construction.

Instant presentations
Ecdesign can automatically build you a custom floor
plan presentation including 2D drawing, 3D images
and specification documents can be saved and
printed at the click of a button.

Instant quotations
Based on the products used in a scene, quotations
can be automatically created. This feature will minimize
the sales process time and increase the amount of
quotations created.
www.car-o-liner.com

Follow us on
Facebook

Discover us on
car-o-liner.com

Watch us on
YouTube

Car-O-Liner is recognized for its
leadership in the marketplace by
continuously delivering high quality
products and exceptional customer
service.
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Create 3D floor plans in minutes
Planning of the body shop is done in very userfriendly 3D. Create a 3D drawing in an instant for
presentation to your customer.

